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Abstract

The reacting double scalar mixing layer (RDSML) is investigated as a canonical multistream flow and a model
problem for simple piloted diffusion flames. In piloted diffusion flames, the reacting fuel and oxidizer streams
are initially separated by a central pilot stream at stoichiometric composition. The primary purpose of this pilot
is to delay the mixing of the pure streams until a stable flame base can develop. In such multistream systems, the
modeling of turbulent scalar mixing is complicated by the multiple feed streams, leading to more complex fine-
scale statistics, which remain as yet an unmet modeling challenge compared to the simpler two-feed system. In
Part I we described how multimodal mixture fraction probability density functions (PDFs) and conditional scalar
dissipation rates can be modeled with a presumed mapping function approach. In this work we present an efficient
and robust extension of the modeling to a general multistream reacting flow and compare predictions to three-
dimensional direct numerical simulations (DNS) of the RDSML with a single-step reversible chemistry model
and varying levels of extinction. With high extinction levels, the interaction with the pilot stream is described.
Additionally, state-of-the-art combustion modeling calculations including conditional moment closure (CMC) and
stationary laminar flamelet modeling (SLFM) are performed with the newly developed mixing model. Excellent
agreement is found between the DNS and modeling predictions, even where the PDF is essentially a triple-delta
shape near the flame base, so long as extinction levels are moderate to low. The suggested approach outlined
in this paper is strictly valid only for flows that can be described by a single mixture fraction. For these flows
the approach should provide engineers with fine-scale models that are of accuracy comparable to those already
available for binary mixing, at only marginally higher complexity and cost.
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1. Introduction

Combustion of gaseous fuels can, in practical ap-
plications, be carried out from initially nonpremixed,
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premixed, or partially premixed mixtures of the react-
ing fuel and oxidizer. For nonpremixed combustion,
the fuel and oxidizer enter the combustion chamber
separately and the chemical burning rate is limited
by the rate of mixing of reactants. For premixed sys-
tems, the reactants are completely mixed prior to ig-
nition. Since both nonpremixed and premixed com-
bustion have their advantages and disadvantages, the
optimum performance of a combustion device can of-
ten be found somewhere between these two extremes,
in the partially premixed combustion regime. As re-
cently discussed by Bilger et al. [1], there are sev-
eral modes of partially premixed combustion with
widely differing levels of complexity (e.g., stratified
premixed, lifted flames, piloted flames) characterized
by various nonpremixed/premixed or locally partially
premixed burning modes.

The scalar dissipation rate χ(x, t) is a small-scale
process greatly affecting the local flame structures
and thus the local burning modes. The scalar dissipa-
tion rate describes the rate of mixing of a conserved
scalar ξ(x, t) and is defined here as

(1)χ ≡ 2D∇ξ · ∇ξ,

where D is the molecular diffusion coefficient. Ac-
curate modeling of the fine-scale statistics of χ and
ξ are essential for the success of mixture fraction-
based models of nonpremixed combustion, such as
conditional moment closure (CMC) [2] and flamelets
[3]. This strong link between mixing and burning
rates has been known for a long time and reliable
models have been developed for two-stream mix-
ing problems, or purely nonpremixed flames. It is
well known, however, from experiments [4,5] and
numerical simulations [6] of flames in more com-
plex configurations, that the fine-scale statistics of
χ and ξ are strongly influenced by initial condi-
tions. One of the major objectives of the current and
the companion paper [6] (Part I) is to suggest and
validate new fine-scale models for a general multi-
stream flow that directly accounts for these inlet con-
ditions.

In this work, three-dimensional direct numeri-
cal simulations (DNS) with a single-step reversible
reaction are used to investigate a reacting double
scalar mixing layer (RDSML) as a canonical mul-
tistream flow and a model problem for piloted dif-
fusion flames. Piloted diffusion flames are the sim-
plest form of partially premixed combustion because
they are dominated by nonpremixed burning modes
and thus often can be well treated with a mixture
fraction-based approach and models for turbulent
nonpremixed combustion [1]. In piloted diffusion
flames, a premixed pilot stream, often at stoichio-
metric composition, is located between the fuel and
oxidizer streams. The purpose of this pilot is primarily
to ignite and stabilize combustion by delaying mixing
controlled burning of fuel and oxidizer. The imme-
diate effect is to reduce initial local extinctions in
the flame, due to high scalar dissipation fluctuations
near its base, thereby greatly increasing the blow-
off envelope. A famous series of piloted jet methane
flames are the Sandia A–F of Barlow and Frank [4],
which now serve as standard test problems for which
new models of turbulent nonpremixed combustion
are evaluated. This type of piloted diffusion flame
has been investigated in three-dimensional DNS by,
e.g., Boersma [7] and Pantano [8], who studied the
mechanisms of local flame edge velocities that were
correlated with local scalar dissipation rates. It was
found that nonstationary effects were particularly im-
portant for pilot flames in the vicinity of the flame
base.

The piloted Sandia flames have been modeled ex-
tensively with transported probability density func-
tion (PDF) methods [9–15] and large eddy simula-
tions [16], which do not rely on a presumed mix-
ture fraction PDF. In transported PDF methods, mul-
timodal joint composition PDFs can be calculated,
since the PDF itself is modeled by a transport equa-
tion. There is still a lack of well-tested, reliable mul-
timodal mixing models, however, and results near the
flame base, where the impact of the pilot is strong,
are rarely reported. The Sandia flames have also been
modeled with mixture-fraction-based models by, e.g.,
Coelho and Peters [17] and Roomina and Bilger [18],
which ignore the effect of the pilot on the fine-scale
statistics and use models from binary mixing without
modification. Kim and Huh [19] attempt to include
these effects by modeling the flame base region as
two separated β-PDFs. This approach is only justi-
fiable, though, for the very early stages, when there
is still no mixing taking place between the pure fuel
and air. No efforts were made to model the transi-
tional region, where the impact of the pilot is grad-
ually reduced. The jet methane pilot flame of Masri
and Bilger [20] (the Sydney burner) has been stud-
ied in more detail by the Sandia work [11] and has
also been the focus for a range of modeling studies
[21–25].

The present work investigates and attempts to
model this important and practical flame base re-
gion, which would be necessary to describe com-
plex reactive flows. In our first paper (Part I) on the
double scalar mixing layer [6], DNS data were pre-
sented (among other things) for both the PDF and
the conditional scalar dissipation rate (CSD) of the
passive scalar and it was argued that no assumed
PDF based on statistical interference alone (e.g., the
β-PDF or statistically most likely PDF) could re-
alistically model a PDF with more than two initial
modes. Hence, as a modeling objective, we intro-
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duced the analytical solution to the mapping closure
of Chen et al. [26] for homogeneous flows as a pre-
sumed mapping function for inhomogeneous flows.
Analogously to all presumed PDFs, the parameters
of the mapping function were determined by the mo-
ments of the mixture fraction which were extracted
from the DNS database. Following this strategy, re-
markable agreement with the DNS of both the tri-
modal PDF and the bimodal CSD was obtained. In
Part I no plausible extension to modeling of a general
reactive flow was given.

The objectives of the current paper are twofold.
First, we present novel DNS data for the RDSML as a
model problem for piloted diffusion flames. The pri-
mary objective here is to create a database that can be
used to assist researchers in the development of new
fundamental models. Second, we want to develop a
new modeling strategy for multistream mixing useful
within a general Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
(RANS) framework. The proposed strategy relies on
the first moments of all injection streams, but only
one mixture fraction and one parameter for the evo-
lution of the mixing (the mixture fraction variance).
The method uses well-established closures for turbu-
lent transport and scalar dissipation. An immediate
implication is that we avoid the need to develop new
models for the higher mixture-fraction moments, as
required by the modeling strategy followed in Part I.
Furthermore, the strategy allows multistream reac-
tive mixing to be treated accurately, with only mar-
ginally more complex tools than used for mixture-
fraction-based approaches to binary mixing. Note that
we only consider problems that can be described by
a single mixture fraction, and the method is not ap-
plicable to general multistream flows, where the com-
positions of intermediate streams differ from linear
combinations of the fuel and oxidizer. These more
complex flows will still need to be modeled with
a higher dimensional mixture fraction space [27].
In some pilot flames the enthalpy and mixture frac-
tion are not linearly correlated and additional model-
ing will be required to improve temperature predic-
tions.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the
major results of Part I [6] are summarized and the new
closure strategy is developed. In Section 3 we discuss
the application of the model to a general reactive flow
problem and in Section 4 we focus on the DNS of
the reactive double scalar mixing layer. Results are
presented in Section 5 and the performance of some
statistical models (steady flamelet, CMC, and chemi-
cal equilibrium) is further discussed in Section 6. The
major contributions of this paper are then summarized
in Section 7.
2. The mapping function for multistream mixing

2.1. Background

The so-called mixture fraction is, in combustion
theory, a normalized measure of the local fuel-to-air
ratio. The mixture fraction is a conserved scalar that
can be linked to reactive scalars through, e.g. [28],

(2)ξ = rYF − YO + 1

r + 1
,

where YF and YO are the local instantaneous mass
fractions of fuel and oxidizer (air) and r is the global
number of moles of air to fuel. Mixture-fraction-
based models such as CMC and flamelet utilize the
strong coupling often observed between passive and
reactive scalars [2] and model all fine-scale statistics
of the flow through the statistics of ξ .

In the mapping closure (MC) of Chen et al.
[26], all fine-scale statistics are provided by a map-
ping function that links the unknown scalar field to
a known reference field, usually a Gaussian. The
MC has shown excellent agreement with both DNS
and experiments in numerous investigations [29–32].
Still, MC has until recently found little or no ap-
plication in real, inhomogeneous engineering flows.
Efforts to take advantage of the excellent performance
of the MC have been put forward by Klimenko and
Pope [33], who “merged” MC with conditional mo-
ment closure in the modeling of multiple mapping
conditioning (MMC). MMC is computationally de-
manding, though, and only applicable to Lagrangian
simulations. As such, it is still unavailable to the bulk
of combustion engineers. Other efforts to extend MC
to inhomogeneous flows have been made by Kimura
and Kraichnan [34], Cha and Trouillet [35,36], our-
selves in Part I, and Mortensen and Andersson [37].
The presumed mapping function approach followed
by Refs. [6,35–37] is thought to be the most viable al-
ternative for Eulerian mixture-fraction-based models,
and this approach is followed here.

2.2. Fundamentals

The PDFs derived from the mapping closure are
special in the sense that they evolve any initial PDF
toward a final shape determined by the chosen refer-
ence PDF. A Gaussian reference PDF will, for exam-
ple, evolve any initial PDF towards a final Gaussian.
As such, it can be argued that the MC here simply
enforces the central limit theorem for turbulent scalar
mixing. The reference field considered in this paper is
the standard Gaussian with distribution

(3)pψ(φ) = 1√
2π

exp

(
−φ2

2

)
,
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where ψ is the reference space and φ is a sample
space variable for ψ .

For homogeneous flows, the initial mixture frac-
tion PDF of completely segregated mixtures is given
as an ensemble of delta functions, each representing
an initial state

(4)pξ (η; t = 0) =
N∑

n=1

Dnδ(η − ξn).

Here ξn is the value of the mixture fraction ξ in state
n (ξn+1 > ξn), δ represents the Dirac delta function,
and Dn is the relative mass of state n in the homoge-
neous system. As a first requirement,

(5)
N∑

n=1

Dn = 1 and Dn � 0.

Note that the presumed mapping function approach
outlined in Part I requires modeling of this initial mix-
ture fraction PDF, since there is no direct analogy to
the initial state of the mixture in (stationary) inhomo-
geneous flows.

The homogeneous mapping function X(φ, t) maps
the true scalar field to the standard Gaussian. X(φ, t)

is closed since the fine-scale statistics of a Gaussian
are known and since the mapping function, with ap-
propriate initialization, can be made to evolve ac-
cording to the conserved scalar PDF equation for
homogeneous flows; i.e.,

(6)
∂pξ (η)

∂t
= −1

2

∂2〈χ | η〉pξ (η)

∂η2
.

Here η is a sample space variable for ξ and the condi-
tional scalar dissipation rate 〈χ | η〉 is defined as

(7)〈χ | η〉 = 2〈D∇ξ · ∇ξ | η〉,
where 〈· | η〉 represents an ensemble average condi-
tional on the event ξ = η. The mapping function de-
rived from (3), (4), and (6) is [6]

(8)

X(φ, τ) = ξ1 + 1

2

[
N−1∑
n=1

�ξn erf(Fn) + ξN − ξ1

]
,

where τ is a time parameter that determines the evo-
lution of mixing and

(9)Fn = φ − zneτ

√
2σ

,

�ξn = ξn+1 − ξn and σ 2 ≡ e2τ − 1 are used to sim-
plify notation. For homogeneous flows all zn are de-
termined by the initial conditions and are unchanged
as mixing proceeds. The zn are algebraically related
to D = [D1, . . . ,DN ] in Eq. (4) through

(10)zn = √
2 erf−1

(
2

n∑
j=1

Dj − 1

)
.

The boldface font is used throughout this paper to
represent a vector. Note that there are only N − 1 in-
dependent Ds due to (5) and that any Dn may be cho-
sen as the one that is dependent. For inhomogeneous
flows the fixed parameters of the mapping function
must also include the parameters defining the initial
PDF. For inhomogeneous flows we will use the nota-
tion X(φ,�), where � = [z1, z2, . . . , zN−1, τ ]. The
parameter vector � represents the closure problem for
the MC.

Given the mapping function, the mixture fraction
PDF can be found directly from

(11)pξ (X) = pψ(φ)

(
∂X

∂φ

)−1
,

where ∂X/∂φ can be found analytically from (8) as

(12)
∂X

∂φ
= 1√

2πσ

N−1∑
n=1

�ξn exp
(−F2

n

)
.

A considerable advantage of the mapping closure ap-
proach is the clear distinction between the shape (D)
and evolution (τ ) parameters. Hence, for any initial
conditions there will still be only one parameter cor-
responding to the degree of mixing. This clear dis-
tinction is the key to the modeling strategy that will
be presented in the next section.

2.3. Closure of parameters for the mapping function

The mapping function X(φ, τ) has now been de-
rived for turbulent scalar mixing in homogeneous
flow fields. The presumed mapping function approach
makes the assumption that this PDF can be applied
directly as a model for inhomogeneous flows. For in-
homogeneous flows, however, the composition of the
fluid changes throughout the flow field and the rela-
tive mass vector D, which defines the initial PDF in
Eq. (4), needs to be modeled. To this end, we first note
that since D is unaffected by the mixing time, τ , the
following requirement will be set by the mean mix-
ture fraction:

(13)〈ξ〉 =
N∑

n=1

ξnDn.

Here, and for the rest of this paper, the angle brackets
denote an unconditional ensemble average. For binary
mixing the two conditions Eqs. (5) and (13) are suffi-
cient to close the two-element vector D, which is then
given as D = [1 − 〈ξ〉, 〈ξ〉]. For multistream mixing
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with N > 2, the mean mixture fraction alone cannot
specify D and more information is required. We can-
not use the mixture fraction variance, since this will
be used to close τ . Hence, our first notion would be to
use the higher moments of the mixture fraction, which
was the strategy followed in Part I. The application of
higher mixture fraction moments in RANS modeling
is problematic, though, and here we want to follow
another strategy that is thought to be much more ro-
bust and efficient.

The strategy is based simply on the definition of
Dn in Eq. (4). In a homogeneous flow field, Dn can
be described as the relative mass in the system that
initially has a composition equal to ξn. For inhomo-
geneous flows we are concerned with inlets instead
of initial conditions. Hence we want to interpret Dn

as the relative mass of fluid originating from the inlet
having a composition of ξn. In two-stream mixtures,
ξn will be either zero or unity and D2 can thus be
set equal to the mixture fraction. For multiple inlet
streams, Dn will instead be the mass fraction of in-
let stream n, which can be considered a subset of the
overall mixture fraction.

Consider inhomogeneous mixing of multiple inlet
streams, as illustrated in Fig. 1. To make it possible
to apply merely one mixture fraction to describe the
fluid composition, the intermediate streams must have
a composition that is a linear combination of the fuel
and oxidizer streams. The intermediate stream could
be a fully burnt stoichiometric mixture or a premixed,
unburnt mixture of fuel and oxidizer.

Since stream n contains exclusively material of
composition ξn, the value of Dn will be unity and
all the other Ds are zero, due to (5). Furthermore,
since Dn is unity on inlet stream n and zero on all the
other inlets, then, if Dn is considered a transported
quantity, Dn anywhere in the flow field will describe
the mass fraction originating from inlet n. Hence, we
assume that Dn is a conserved scalar following the
exact same transport equation as the overall mixture
fraction ξ . (For simplicity we consider only incom-
pressible flows, but the extension to include variable
density is straightforward.) The transport equation for
Dn reads

(14)
∂Dn

∂t
+ ui

∂Dn

∂xi
= ∂

∂xi

(
D ∂Dn

∂xi

)
,

where the molecular diffusion coefficient D is as-
sumed equal for all species and ui is a component
of the velocity vector. Here and throughout, the Ein-
stein summation convention is implied by repeating
Roman indices, with an exception for the stream indi-
cator, n.

Since the transport equation for Dn is linear and
the intermediate streams are linear combinations of
fuel and oxidizer, we also have the following local
Fig. 1. Schematic of inhomogeneous mixing from multiple
injections. ξ represents the mixture fraction and Dn is the
mass fraction of stream n.

and instantaneous relationship between ξ and Dn:

(15)ξ =
N∑

n=1

ξnDn.

Hence, if Eq. (14) is multiplied by the constant ξn
with consecutive summation over all n, the transport
equation for the overall mixture fraction is obtained:

(16)
∂ξ

∂t
+ ui

∂ξ

∂xi
= ∂

∂xi

(
D ∂ξ

∂xi

)
.

In statistical modeling of turbulent flows, Dn can be
decomposed into an average and a fluctuating part.
For RANS, Dn can be decomposed as Dn = 〈Dn〉 +
D′

n, where the prime denotes fluctuations about the
mean. For large eddy simulations (LES), the decom-
position will be in terms of a filtered volume average
and fluctuations about this average. Here we consider
only RANS, but the procedure will be exactly the
same for LES.

An averaged transport equation for 〈Dn〉 can be
found by decomposing Dn and ui in Eq. (14) and by
taking the average of this equation,

(17)
∂〈Dn〉

∂t
+ ∂〈uiDn〉

∂xi
= ∂

∂xi

(
D ∂〈Dn〉

∂xi

)
.

The closure for D is achieved simply by realizing that
〈D〉 describes the local average relative mass origi-
nating from inlet stream n, or the local average mass
fraction of stream n, which is exactly how we inter-
preted D for inhomogeneous flows. Hence, D should
be set equal to the average 〈D〉 for closure of the in-
homogeneous mapping function. Note that since Dn
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the double scalar mixing layer. In
streams (1), (2) and (3) the mixture fraction is 0, 0.25 and 1,
respectively. The mean mixture fraction 〈ξ 〉 = ∑

ξn〈Dn〉 is
solved for indirectly through 〈D1〉 and 〈D3〉, that are unity in
respective inlet streams and zero elsewhere. The two bound-
aries separating the three streams are located at y = ±L/L0.
Note that 〈D1〉(y, t) = 〈D3〉(−y, t).

now will be just a shape parameter, as for homoge-
neous flows, all mixing related physics will still enter
through the last evolution parameter τ . An application
of 〈D〉 for mixing of three inlet streams is illustrated
in Figs. 2 and 3.

If Eq. (17) is multiplied by the constant ξn with
consecutive summation over all n, then the transport
equation for the mean mixture fraction is obtained as

(18)
∂〈ξ〉
∂t

+ ∂〈uiξ〉
∂xi

= ∂

∂xi

(
D ∂〈ξ〉

∂xi

)
,

where we have used the average of Eq. (15), i.e.,

(19)〈ξ〉 =
N∑

n=1

ξn〈Dn〉.

This of course is consistent with the average of
Eq. (13). Note that the effect of splitting the overall
mixture fraction ξ into its subset D is to add infor-
mation while still being completely compliant with
Eqs. (16) and (18).

The only unclosed term in (17) is the transport
term 〈uiDn〉, which can be closed, e.g., with the com-
mon gradient diffusion model. Hence, without intro-
ducing new unclosed terms, we have obtained closure
of all the MC parameters that are given by initial con-
ditions in homogeneous flows. This leaves only the
last parameter τ that can be found by matching the
overall mixture fraction variance 〈ξ ′2〉. The mixture
fraction variance equation poses no additional diffi-
culty, since we do not require one variance equation
for each Dn. This sets the current approach apart
from some modeling approaches of partially pre-
mixed combustion that utilize multiple mixture frac-
(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Evolution of the passive mean fields in the DSML.
Plot (a) shows the average mass fractions of streams 1 and
3 (〈D1〉 and 〈D3〉) at times = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, and 1.4.
The solid lines in plot (b) represent the corresponding mean
mixture fraction 〈ξ 〉 calculated from (19). DNS predictions
are represented by plus signs.

tions, multiple variances (corresponding to 〈D′2
n 〉),

and multiple PDFs.
The transport equation for the second raw1 mo-

ment reads [27]

(20)
∂〈ξ2〉

∂t
+ ∂〈uiξ

2〉
∂xi

= ∂

∂xi

(
D ∂〈ξ2〉

∂xi

)
− 〈χ〉,

where the mean scalar dissipation rate generally can
be closed as

〈χ〉 = τ−1
m

(〈
ξ2〉 − 〈ξ〉2)

(21)= τ−1
m

[〈
ξ2〉 −

(
N∑

n=1

ξn〈Dn〉
)2]

.

1 It is advantageous to solve for the second raw (or integer)
moment since it contains no production terms and as such
always will stay within proper bounds.
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Here τm is a mixing time that can be closed in the
usual way by the mean flow field [38]. Given the mix-
ture fraction variance, the equation to be solved for τ

reads

(22)0 = 〈
ξ2〉 −

+∞∫
−∞

X2(φ,�)pψ(φ)dφ,

which closes the mixture fraction PDF in Eq. (11).
Note that regardless of the number of injection

streams, there is still only one unknown parameter
that needs to be computed iteratively. This is note-
worthy since other well-known multiparameter PDFs
(e.g., the statistically most likely PDF [39]) require
all parameters to be found iteratively and hence are
increasingly difficult to apply for increasing numbers
of inlet streams. As mentioned, the key to the sim-
plicity of the MC approach is the clear distinction
between shape parameters (D) and mixing evolution
parameter (τ ), where only the latter contains informa-
tion about the subgrid scale physics (micromixing).

3. Application in advanced reaction models

In this section we discuss the application of the
presumed mapping function approach for inhomo-
geneous multistream reactive flows. Application of
the MC PDF as a presumed PDF is somewhat dif-
ferent from standard models such as the β-PDF,
clipped Gaussian, etc., since the sample space vari-
able X(φ) = η is a function of a reference space. This
added complexity, however, is quickly justified by
some very fortunate properties of the mapping func-
tion that makes analytical results available, where the
more common PDFs have to rely on costly numerical
manipulations. See Mortensen and Andersson [37]
for a range of analytical results that can be obtained
using MC in binary mixing.

3.1. Modeling of molecular mixing

In most advanced models of reactive flows, clo-
sure is required for at least the mixture fraction PDF,
which was discussed in Section 2, and the rate of mix-
ing. Mixture-fraction-based models make use of the
conditional scalar dissipation rate, 〈χ | η〉, defined in
Eq. (7). A significant advantage of utilizing the map-
ping closure approach is that a model for the CSD can
be computed at practically no extra cost, with the pa-
rameters of the PDF. By utilizing the mapping closure
solution for homogeneous flows (i.e., Eq. (8)), Eq. (6)
is automatically satisfied and it can be shown that the
corresponding CSD can be computed as (Part I)

(23)
〈χ | η〉
〈χ〉 =

(
∂X
∂φ

)2

∫ (
∂X
∂φ

)2
pψ(φ)dφ

= 1

pξ

∂II(η)

∂〈ξ ′2〉 ,

where

(24)II(η) =
η∫

0

η′∫
0

pξ (η′′)dη′′ dη′.

Both the differentiation of X with respect to φ and the
normalization integral can be performed analytically,
leading to a closed form of the model, which reads

〈χ | η〉
〈χ〉 = C(φ,�)

=
√

2 + σ 2

σ 2

{
N−1∑
n=1

�ξn exp
[−F2

n

]}2

×
[

N−1∑
n=1

�ξ2
n exp

(
− z2

ne2τ

2 + σ 2

)

+ 2
N−1∑
n=2

n−1∑
i=1

�ξi�ξn

(25)× exp

(
2zizn − (z2

i
+ z2

n)e2τ

4 sinh(2τ )

)]−1

.

Note that the denominator is merely a low-cost weight
and that all shape is contained in the numerator
through φ in Fn.

For two-parameter PDFs, the CSD given in
Eq. (25) is identical to the counterflow model of
Peters [3]. It should be emphasized that the major
attraction of using the mapping function to find both
the CSD and the PDF lies in the fact that Eq. (6) will
be satisfied and that the normalization of the CSD can
be performed analytically. This means that the CSD is
obtained at practically no extra cost.2 For completely
consistent calculations of the CSD in inhomogeneous
flows, the right-hand side of Eq. (25) will have an
inhomogeneous modification term due to modeling
of the conditional mean velocity. Using gradient dif-
fusion (see Section 3.2), the consistent CSD can be
found as [40]

(26)

〈χ | η〉
〈χ〉 = C(φ,�) + DT

pξ 〈χ〉
∂2II

∂μj ∂μk

∂μj

∂xi

∂μk

∂xi
,

where DT is the turbulent diffusivity. Note that it is
possible to arrive at an efficient and closed expression

2 For Monte Carlo PDF methods that require the con-
ditional diffusion rate instead of the CSD, it is relatively
straightforward to derive a closed form also for this term.
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for this general and fully consistent model as well (see
[37] for binary mixing), but the exact form is lengthy
and not included here.

3.2. Modeling of the conditional mean velocity

The conditional moment closure (CMC) of Bil-
ger [41] and Klimenko [42] requires, in addition to
the CSD, a model for the conditional mean velocity.
For binary mixing, the conditional velocity has often
been modeled with a linear approximation [2] despite
its low accuracy and inconsistency with unconditional
moments [43]. For multistream mixing there are no
justifiable, simple alternatives to the fully consistent
gradient diffusion model of Pope [44],

(27)〈u′
i | η〉 = −DT

pξ

∂pξ

∂xi
,

where the prime, as before, indicates fluctuation about
the mean. Since pξ only is an indirect function of x,
the spatial derivative can be expanded to read

(28)〈u′
i | η〉 = −DT

∂ ln(pξ )

∂�k

∂�k

∂μj

∂μj

∂xi

using the chain rule. The spatial derivatives will be
available from the numerical solution of μ, whereas
the Jacobians of ln(pξ ) and � can all be found ana-
lytically, except for ∂τ/∂μ. The advantages of writing
(28) in terms of the derivatives of the parameters in-
clude the increased accuracy that can be obtained and
the fact that all terms in Eq. (27) can be computed on
the finest spatial mesh, where μ resides. This follows
from the fact that the first two derivatives in (28) are
not with respect to space, a particularly attractive fea-
ture for CMC, where it is common to use a coarser
spatial mesh for the conditional moments. With the
current strategy, the accuracy in computing the con-
ditional mean velocity will be the same regardless of
the coarseness of the grid used for the conditional mo-
ments.

3.3. Some implementation issues

In application of the mapping closure, there are
two primary obstacles that need to be overcome: (i)
the evolution parameter τ must be found by match-
ing the mixture fraction variance and (ii) Eq. (8) must
be inverted. Since the application of presumed map-
ping functions is somewhat different from other more
common models, we discuss some inherent imple-
mentation issues briefly below.

Obtaining τ using Eq. (22) is the most computa-
tionally demanding task of the mapping closure ap-
proach, since this equation contains a nonstandard in-
tegral that must be evaluated numerically. Since the
integral in Eq. (22), however, is without singulari-
ties, it can be found relatively easily with most nu-
merical integration routines. (Here we use the adap-
tive quadrature routines freely available through the
GNU scientific library [45].) Furthermore, τ increases
monotonically from zero as the intensity of segrega-
tion decreases from unity, which ensures that Eq. (22)
has only one root. Hence, most nonlinear root finders
will be suitable, but we recommend using a root pol-
ishing method that avoids the costly reevaluation of
the Jacobian.

The sample space variable, φ, must be found by
inverting Eq. (8), since for any given problem only
the mixture fraction discretization of η (or equally
X) will be known. For two-parameter PDFs, inver-
sion can be performed with the inverse error func-
tion, for which extremely fast numerical routines are
freely available [46]. For more than two parameters,
though, inversion must be performed using a one-
dimensional root finder, as must be used for τ . Unlike
for τ , though, the Jacobian of (8) can be found an-
alytically at a low cost and thus a routine using the
Jacobian may be more appropriate. Note, however,
that it is straightforward to bracket the root between
two of the initial peaks of Eq. (8) using the inverse
error function. Hence, a guaranteed successful brack-
eting algorithm (e.g., Brent’s method [45]) has been
used in this work.

At any point in the numerical solution domain
of the governing partial differential equations (e.g.,
Eqs. (17) and (20)), one nonlinear algebraic equation
has to be solved for τ and a number of nonlinear al-
gebraic equations must be solved for φ, depending
on the mixture fraction discretization. In this regard
it is well worth mentioning that in a numerical so-
lution algorithm, a very good initial guess is avail-
able from the nearest neighbor in space or time. In
this way a good root polishing algorithm should take
at maximum three to four steps to find the root, re-
ducing the cost. Alternatively it is possible to cre-
ate an N -dimensional precomputed table for τ vs
μ = [〈D1〉, . . . , 〈DN−1〉, 〈ξ2〉]3 to be used to look
up τ at run time. For large N , an additional strat-
egy such as ISAT may be required to reduce the
large memory requirements. Here, the application of
ISAT would populate the sparse N -dimensional hy-
permatrix at run time along the most relevant mani-
folds.

3 The table can be stored more efficiently if the variance is
replaced with the normalized intensity of segregation.
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4. The reacting double scalar mixing layer

We present in this section the reacting double
scalar mixing layer (RDSML), which is used as a
model problem for nonpremixed piloted diffusion
flames. The RDSML has three injection streams, as
illustrated in Fig. 2. The central pilot is premixed at
stoichiometric composition, whereas the two other in-
lets contain either pure oxidant or pure fuel.

4.1. Direct numerical simulations

Three-dimensional DNS of the RDSML are per-
formed using a single-step reversible chemistry model.
The single-step chemistry model is similar to the
scheme used in a series of papers by Mitarai et al.
[47,48] and Sripakagorn et al. [49] to study extinc-
tion and reignition phenomena and to evaluate mixing
models in common use. The reaction considered is

(29)F + rO � (r + 1)P,

where F , O , and P represent fuel, oxidizer, and prod-
uct, respectively and r is the stoichiometric ratio, i.e.,
the mass of oxidant disappearing with a unit mass
of fuel. The conserved scalar or mixture fraction, ξ ,
can be related to the reacting species concentrations
through Eq. (2). For the simplified single-step chem-
istry scheme it is sufficient to solve for the mixture
fraction and the reduced temperature to get a com-
plete description of the problem [47]. The reduced
temperature T = YP is related to the dimensional
temperature T ∗ through

(30)T = T ∗ − T∞
Tf − T∞

,

where Tf is the adiabatic flame temperature and T∞
is the constant ambient fuel and oxidizer temperature.
The fuel and oxidizer mass fractions can be found
from ξ and T through

(31)YF = ξ − T

r + 1
and YO = 1 − ξ − rT

r + 1
.

The three-dimensional DNS of a pilot flame presents
some new challenges over classical nonpremixed
flames, since the pilot stream is at stoichiometric
composition and chemical equilibrium. Hence, the
immediate mixing of pilot with fuel and oxidizer will
lead to either fuel-rich or fuel-lean diffusion flames.
Furthermore, the “islands” of premixed pilot will be
highly sensitive to any fluctuations in composition,
since the reaction rates are maximum at stoichiomet-
ric composition. This leads more stringent numerical
resolution requirements than for pure nonpremixed
diffusion flames.

As in Part I, the flow field is assumed to satisfy
the incompressible Navier–Stokes and scalar trans-
port equations. An additional equation is solved for
the reduced temperature so that the governing equa-
tions for the current simulations are

(32a)
∂ui

∂xi
= 0,

(32b)
∂uj

∂t
+ ui

∂uj

∂xi
= − ∂p

∂xj
+ 1

Re0

∂2uj

∂xi∂xi
,

(32c)
∂ξ

∂t
+ ui

∂ξ

∂xi
= 1

Re0 Sc

∂2ξ

∂xi∂xi
,

(32d)
∂T

∂t
+ ui

∂T

∂xi
= 1

Re0 Sc

∂2T

∂xi∂xi
+ ST.

These equations have been nondimensionalized by
the initial integral length scale, L0, and the initial rms
velocity, u0, so that Re0 = u0L0/ν, where ν is the
kinematic viscosity. Sc = 0.7 is the Schmidt number.
From here on all transport equations will be given in
dimensionless form and all fixed parameters such as
xi and t used in the discussion will thus be dimen-
sionless. The temperature source term is normalized
as ST = S∗

TL0/u0 where S∗
T is given by an Arrhenius

expression,

S∗
T(T ) = (r + 1)A exp

(
−Ze

αp
− Ze(1 − T )

1 − αp(1 − T )

)

(33)× (
YFY r

O − κT r+1)
.

Here A is a pre-exponential factor, Ze is the Zel-
dovich number, αp is a heat-release parameter, and
κ is an equilibrium constant [49]. In this work we
have used Ze = 4, αp = 0.87, r = 3, and κ = 0.01.
The pre-exponential factor has been varied as A =
[5,1,0.5] × 105 to give flames with increasing lev-
els of extinction. These values of A define three cases
denoted as Flames 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

A dimensionless Dahmköhler number (Da) can be
defined as

(34)Da =
A exp

(−Ze
αp

)
χ

.

The box average of χ starts out low, increases up to a
time near t = 1.5, and then decreases monotonically.
This corresponds to an initially large Da that drops
to a minimum at t = 1.5 and then gradually increases
with t . This behavior of Da is observed also in regular
piloted diffusion flames.

The velocity field is isotropic and homogeneous,
as in Part I; however, due to the more strict reso-
lution requirements for T ∗, the velocity field is not
exactly identical to that used in Part I. Instead, the
velocity field from Part I was advanced in time un-
til the Reynolds number based on the integral length
scale and the RMS velocity had decayed to 233. The
resulting fields were then used as the initial velocity
for the current work. The mixture fraction field, with
no fluctuations about the mean, and the temperature
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field initialized with the equilibrium chemistry solu-
tion complete the initial conditions.

To study the evolution of the flow with various
reaction parameters, the governing equations are ad-
vanced in time and Taylor’s hypothesis is invoked
to make an analogy between the simulated tempo-
ral mixing layer and the stationary laboratory mixing
layer illustrated in Fig. 2; i.e., the scaled DNS time, t ,
is related to the distance downstream of the inlets, x,
through t = xu0/L0/〈U 〉.

In the simulations, the differential equations are
solved using a pseudospectral technique to compute
the spatial derivatives and a third-order fractional step
method with pressure projection to advance the so-
lution in time. The nonlinear term in the momentum
equation is computed in rotational form and the corre-
sponding terms in the scalar equations are computed
in conservation and convective form in alternating
time steps in order to minimize aliasing. All of the
fields are dealiased at every time step using a spec-
tral cutoff filter that removes energy in wavenumbers
greater than 15/16 of the maximum wavenumber. Pe-
riodic boundary conditions are used in the stream- and
spanwise directions, whereas free-slip conditions are
specified in the direction of the mean scalar gradient.

The numerical domain has 5123 grid points, so
that, at t = 0, the Kolmogorov length times the maxi-
mum wavenumber is 2.5 and the domain size is about
10 times the integral length scale. The width (2L) of
the central pilot is exactly 64 cells, where L/L0 =
0.62289. These parameters result in excellent small
scale resolution of the temperature field and negligi-
ble effects of the boundary conditions on the double
mixing layer, and they marginally meet the require-
ment of de Bruyn Kops and Riley that the transfer
rate of kinetic energy out of the smallest nonzero
wavenumber be small [50]. This last requirement is
imposed so that the velocity field decays as it does
downstream of a grid in a wind tunnel and not faster.
We have observed that, in the absence of the very
large scales in the flow, simulated grid turbulence de-
cays too fast, which, in turn, may violate quasi-steady
assumptions in mixing and reaction models.

4.2. Modeling

The major objective of this work is to validate
the fine-scale mixing models (Eqs. (25) and (11))
required by the common models for turbulent non-
premixed combustion. To this end we will evaluate
the performance of the conditional moment closure
(CMC) [2], the stationary laminar flamelet model
(SLFM) [3], and the equilibrium chemistry model
(EC) [51], which all rely on accurate description for
the fine-scale mixing.
To obtain the three parameters (two 〈Dn〉’s and
〈ξ2〉) of the mapping function, three transport equa-
tions must in general be solved: two for the 〈Dn〉’s
using Eq. (17) and one for 〈ξ2〉 using Eq. (20). Due to
the symmetry of the RDSML, it is sufficient to solve
for only one shape parameter, since 〈D1〉(−y, t) =
〈D3〉(y, t). Here we choose to solve for 〈D1〉. The
flux is closed with the gradient diffusion model. Em-
ploying standard scale considerations, the streamwise
diffusion component can be neglected. Hence, with
initial conditions as specified in Fig. 2 and scaling as
in the DNS, the equation to be solved is

(35)
∂〈Dn〉

∂t
= DT

∂2〈Dn〉
∂y2

for n = 1,

where DT here is dimensionless (scaled by u0 and
L0). To illustrate the application of (35), the evolu-
tion of 〈D1〉 and 〈D3〉 is shown in Fig. 3, where we
also plot the corresponding 〈ξ〉 computed from (19)
and compare the results to the DNS. As expected, the
agreement with DNS is very good.

The same assumption and scaling are used for the
variance (20) and the reaction models. The scaled and
closed first-order CMC equation thus reads

∂〈T | η〉
∂t

= 2DT
∂ lnpξ

∂y

∂〈T | η〉
∂y

+DT
∂2〈T | η〉

∂y2

(36)+ 〈χ | η〉
2

∂2〈T | η〉
∂η2

+ ST
(〈T | η〉),

where 〈χ | η〉 is the scaled average conditional scalar
dissipation rate. The SLFM model is obtained by
retaining only the last two terms on the right-hand
side, whereas the EC model is obtained by setting
the source term equal to zero. For all three models,
unconditional statistics are computed from the mix-
ture fraction PDF (11). Since we want to validate the
models for a general RANS framework, we only take
parameters from the DNS that can easily be obtained
with common statistical models. As such, only the tur-
bulent diffusivity and the mixing time have been ap-
proximated from the DNS, assuming no cross-stream
variation. This assumption was justified for the dou-
ble scalar mixing layer in Part I and by de Bruyn Kops
and Mortensen [43] for a single scalar mixing layer.

For completely consistent CMC modeling, the
CSD should be calculated from the PDF through
Eq. (26) [2]. For simplicity, however, we only make
use of the homogeneous form, Eq. (25). This is also
used in the SLFM calculation. The accuracy of this
approximation can be gauged by computing the mag-
nitude of (37), the “spurious chemistry” term found
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exactly from the CMC [2],4

(37)δS = DT
∂μj

∂y

∂μk

∂y

∂2

∂μj ∂μk

1∫
0

〈T | η〉pξ (η)dη.

For the present RDSML, this term was directly com-
puted and found to be negligible. Note that both
SLFM and CMC will have spurious chemistry with
the current approach, but that only in CMC can it be
completely remedied by using a higher level of mod-
eling. Spurious chemistry will always be present in
SLFM modeling of inhomogeneous flows [2].

Equation (36) has been semidiscretized and in-
tegrated in the t-direction with the method of lines,
using the CVODE solver for stiff ordinary differ-
ential equations [52]. The μ parameters have been
discretized in the y-direction using second-order-
accurate finite differences on a regular mesh. A mesh
size of dy = L/L0/16 was found to give sufficient
accuracy. The CMC model was also implemented on
a series of different mesh sizes in the y-direction and
found to be essentially grid-independent, which indi-
cates small cross-stream variations of the conditional
moments. The small variations are to be expected,
since both the shape and magnitude of the CSD vary
little across the layer, regardless of major variations
in the mixture fraction moments. This agrees with
the observation made by Mortensen and Andersson
[37] that the magnitude of the CSD depends primar-
ily on the mixing frequency, which is constant across
the RDSML. As such, the small variations may only
be a feature of the flow under consideration. To opti-
mize the accuracy when averaging the concentration
of reactive species across the flow, the results reported
here are obtained for a CMC-discretization on the
same spatial mesh as used for μ. To discretize the
mixture fraction space, 128 equally spaced cells were
used.

5. Results

The DNS is used to validate the new general clo-
sure strategy presented in Section 2.3 and to gauge its
performance in the RANS modeling of the reacting
double scalar mixing layer described in Section 4.

5.1. Passive scalar modeling predictions

The three mixing stages of the DSML are re-
viewed following detailed observations already made

4 The spurious term is exactly Eq. (146) in [2]. It has been
manipulated here by inserting for Eq. (26) with two consec-
utive integrations by parts.
in Part I, but here with a somewhat different flow
field. Briefly, for early (dimensionless) times, less
than about 0.2, the DSML behaves approximately
as two independent single mixing layers: a fuel and
pilot mixing layer and an oxidizer and pilot mix-
ing layer. At t ≈ O(0.1), small, near-zero values of
the rms of ξ can still be seen at y = 0, where the
third pilot stream is centered. The second, transitional
stage is characterized by the merging of these two
mixing layers, which occurs approximately between
O(0.1) < t < O(0.8). At t ≈ 1.0, any slab of pilot
stream ξ = ξp values near y = 0 is no longer appar-
ent and the DSML is in its final, third stage, where on
the macroscale it behaves qualitatively as a standard
single mixing layer of fuel and oxidizer. See [1] for
details. The microscale still has large deviations from
a single layer, though, and the effect of the pilot is still
evident in the fine-scale statistics.

Figs. 4 and 5 show the ξ CSDs and PDFs, re-
spectively, given by Eqs. (12) and (15) in the present
paper, at various representative locations and times of
the RDSML. As expected, the figures show the same,
remarkably good agreement with the passive scalar
DNS data, as was witnessed in Part I, here, however,
with RANS modeling of 〈D〉 and 〈ξ2〉 (described in
Section 4). At t = 1.6 the pilot still has a notable ef-
fect on the shape of the PDF and the CSD approaches,
but still has not reached, the two-stream, counterflow
shape. Note that the current DNS yield statistics with
more uncertainty than those used in Part I for two rea-
sons. First, the Part I results are computed from an
ensemble of 20 realizations, while the current results
are limited to two realizations because of the compu-
tational cost of the reacting flow simulations. Second,
to meet the small-scale resolution requirements of the
reduced temperature field, all of the length scales in
the Part II simulations are larger with respect to the
numerical domain size than the corresponding scales
in Part I.

In Part I the CSDs and PDFs were only plotted for
stages 1 and 2, where pξ (ξp) ≈ ∞. It can be shown
that for pξ (ξp) = ∞, the CSD according to (25) is ex-
actly the sum of two separate counterflow shapes and
the PDF is the sum of two separate two-stream PDFs.
Hence, a mixing model using the sum of two bi-
nary mixing models readily presents itself at the early
stages of the DSML (see, e.g., [19]). A novel feature
of the present model is that the gradual transition to-
ward a single mixing layer profile can also be well
predicted. This transition is evident in Fig. 4, where
the CSD at η = ξp becomes nonzero for times t > 1.0.
It would be nontrivial to construct a model that could
describe this transition regime based on a sum of two
counterflows unless the local zero values at the two
boundaries of the domain were relaxed [53].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Conditional scalar dissipation rates at various
time-steps and positions y = [0,−1.0,−1.5]L/L0 for (a),
(b), and (c), respectively. Circle, plus, and square represent
DNS and solid, dashed, and dotted lines represent model
(Eq. (25)) for t = [0.8,1.6,3.0], respectively.

5.2. Reacting flow modeling predictions

Fig. 6 shows scatterplots of the reduced tempera-
ture for Flames 1, 2, and 3 at the center of the DSML
for t = 0.4 and 1.6. The first time step illustrates the
effect of the pilot, which is to delay mixing between
fuel and oxidizer. The reactive and passive scalars
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Probability density functions at various time steps
and positions y = [0,−1.0,−1.5]L/L0 for (a), (b), and (c),
respectively. Circle, plus, and square represent DNS and
solid, dashed, and dotted lines represent model (Eq. (11))
for t = [0.8,1.6,3.0], respectively.

are seen to be strongly correlated, as there are only
small fluctuations around the conditional means plot-
ted with dashed lines. All flames are stably burning
and, as expected, there are no local extinction effects.
In fact, setting A in (33) equal to zero results in pure
mixing and the following linear correlations between
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Fig. 6. Scatterplots of reduced temperature at the center of
the DSML (y = 0). Plots (a), (b), and (c) correspond to
Flames 1, 2, and 3 for t = 0.4 and (d), (e), and (f) simi-
larly for t = 1.6. Gray dots represent the DNS; the dashed
lines represent the conditional averages, whereas the equi-
librium solution is shown with solid thick lines. The plots at
t = 0.4 include linear solid thin lines that correspond to pure
mixing.

〈T | η〉 and η will exist:

(38a)〈T | η〉 = 〈TEQ | ξp〉 η

ξp
for η � ξp,

(38b)

〈T | η〉 = 〈TEQ | ξp〉
(

1 − η − ξp

1 − ξp

)
for η > ξp.

Here 〈TEQ | ξp〉 is the equilibrium chemistry solu-
tion for the pilot composition. Equation (38) provides
initially a limiting solution to T and so has been su-
perimposed in Fig. 6 for reference. At t = 1.6 the
immediate effect of the pilot is lost and we can ob-
serve an increased level of extinction going through
Flames 1–3 that arises from reducing the preexponen-
tial factor A in Eq. (33). For Flame 1 there is still very
little extinction and the conditional averages are close
to the equilibrium solution.

For CMC and simple flamelet models, the ex-
cellent performance of the fine-scale mixing models
should lead to equally good predictions of both con-
ditional and unconditional moments. Significant de-
viations are to be expected where the levels of local
extinction, and reignition are significant. As seen in
Fig. 6, there is initially no extinction, and both CMC
Fig. 7. The conditional means of reduced temperature for
Flame 1 in the position y = −L/L0. Plus signs represent
the DNS, whereas CMC, SLFM, and equilibrium models
are marked with solid, dashed, and dash-dotted lines, respec-
tively. Note that CMC and SLFM are nearly inseparable for
the last three time steps.

Fig. 8. Flame 2. The symbols, lines, and position are the
same as those given in Fig. 7.

and flamelet could be expected to perform well in this
region. In Figs. 7–9, CMC, flamelet, and equilibrium
models are all compared to the DNS conditional av-
erages at various times for Flames 1–3, respectively.
The location for the plots is the center of the first
mixing layer at y = −L/L0. This is the only posi-
tion shown as there are merely minor changes in the
conditional means for other cross stream locations. It
is evident from Figs. 7–9 that the DNS conditional
moments (plus signs) are gradually reduced from the
initialized equilibrium solution, except for 〈T | ξp〉,
which remains on the equilibrium curve at least until
t > 0.6. The CMC (solid lines) is also initialized with
equilibrium and shows close agreement with DNS ini-
tially. The SLFM (dashed lines) starts out close to the
pure mixing limit (Eq. (38)), but quickly reaches a
state where there are only minor differences from the
CMC solution, indicating that transient and inhomo-
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Fig. 9. Flame 3. Symbols, lines, and position as in Fig. 7.
Note that there is no burning SLFM solution at t = 2.0.

geneous terms (first three terms in Eq. (36)) in CMC
are small for intermediate t . For Flames 1 and 2 the
SLFM slightly overpredicts the conditional means,
yet there is no burning SLFM solution for Flame 3
at t = 2.0. The CMC gives predictions very similar to
those of SLFM at intermediate times and also gener-
ally overpredicts the conditional means compared to
the DNS at t � 0.6.

To complement the conditional averages, we also
plot the average reduced temperature for y between
±4L/L0 (a volume of twice the pilot width) in Fig. 10
for both DNS and models for all three flames and
to complete the picture, Fig. 11 shows contour plots
of average temperatures for both DNS and CMC of
Flame 2. Here SLFM gives very similar (except for
t < 0.4) predictions as CMC and the results for SLFM
are thus not shown. Most notable from Fig. 10 is
the near-perfect agreement between DNS and CMC,
which prevails until the level of extinction becomes
too high. For Flame 1 the level of extinction is kept
low throughout and both CMC and flamelet give ex-
cellent predictions at all times. For the two slower-
burning flames, extinction becomes notable when
pure fuel starts to mix directly with pure oxidizer,
which happens at approximately t = 0.8. From this
point on, deviations in box averages become evident,
even though contour plots in Fig. 11 still reveal good
performance of the models on local averages. The
close agreement between DNS and CMC in the early
stages of the flow, for both conditional and uncondi-
tional moments, is clear evidence that the fine-scale
models perform well and the strategy outlined in Sec-
tion 2 should now be sufficiently justified.

6. Discussion

The initial agreement between CMC and DNS
deserves some further comments. Due to numeri-
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10. Average concentrations in the RDSML for y be-
tween ±4L/L0. (a), (b), and (c) represent Flames 1, 2, and
3, respectively. Solid, dashed, dash-dotted, and marked lines
represent the CMC, SLFM, equilibrium, and DNS, respec-
tively.

cal issues, the DNS cannot be initialized with ex-
act Heaviside functions for the passive and reactive
scalars. Hence, the initial scalar profiles are somewhat
evolved mixing layers, with equilibrium chemistry as-
sumed for the reactive scalars. This corresponds to
neglecting the rate of mixing when evolving the initial
mixing layer. This assumption may not be physically
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Fig. 11. Contours of average reduced temperatures for
Flame 2. Top panel shows the DNS results and bottom shows
CMC.

realistic, but at least it serves to give a set of well de-
fined initial conditions. The initialization leads to a
transitional period, where the natural balance between
reaction and mixing is gradually incorporated into the
governing equations. This is observed in Figs. 7–9,
where the DNS conditional moments at first decrease
from equilibrium to a state where mixing and reac-
tion are more in balance. SLFM is a steady state
model that assumes this balance is obtained immedi-
ately and thus the initial predictions show poor agree-
ment with DNS. The CMC, on the other hand, can
be initialized as the DNS, since the CMC includes a
transient term and spatial boundary conditions. The
SLFM approaches the DNS/CMC solution as the tran-
sient term on the left-hand side of Eq. (36) is grad-
ually reduced at intermediate t . Note that the DNS
could have been initialized with, e.g., the pure mixing
limit or the flamelet solution across the mixing lay-
ers, which would have shown closer agreement with
SLFM initially. In conclusion, it should be understood
that the initial disagreement between DNS and SLFM
can be attributed solely to the choice of initialization
of the DNS. CMC, on the other hand, should show
equally good agreement with any chosen initialization
scheme.

At the center of the mixing layers, the additional
inhomogeneous terms (first two terms on the rhs of
Eq. (36)) in CMC are small. These terms become in-
creasingly important by lowering the pre-exponential
factor A and by moving toward the edges (or y = 0)
of the RDSML. Hence, conditional moments for po-
sitions other than those shown in Figs. 7–9 reveal
some further deviations between CMC and SLFM.
Still, these differences are barely visible in the condi-
tional means and thus do not justify further plotting.
Upon averaging, though, the inhomogeneous terms
can lead to significant modifications. For Flames 1–3,
inclusion of the inhomogeneous terms in CMC leads
to predictions for the average exit temperature that
are improved (lowered) by 0.5, 2.4, and 6%, respec-
tively, of the total temperature increase. The gradually
higher importance of additional CMC-terms at lower
Dahmköhler numbers is expected since the reactions
necessarily are slower at responding to mixing. If the
reactions are too slow to react immediately, then the
other terms must become gradually more important
to maintain the local balance. This feature of CMC
follows since the model is derived consistently by av-
eraging the exact scalar transport equations. For the
SLFM a slower reaction can only be balanced by mix-
ing and when mixing cannot uphold the balance the
flame is quenched too soon. This is observed in the
last frame of Fig. 9, where there is no burning SLFM
solution at t = 2.0. Here the inhomogeneous CMC
terms are significant, maintaining a burning solution.

As expected, for lower values of A, predictions
of both CMC and SLFM become worse due to the
increased levels of extinction in these simulations.
Since the passive scalar mixing fields, however, are
identical for all three flames, the deviations between
combustion model and data are attributed to closures
specific to each combustion model. For CMC, the de-
viations can mainly be attributed to first-order closure
of the chemical source term. The pure lines in Fig. 12
show the conditional average reaction rates from DNS
and the corresponding first-order CMC predictions
(computed from the DNS conditional moments) are
shown with symbols in (a) and marked lines in (b).
The plot is shown for Flame 2 at various time levels.
For t = 0.2 and 0.6 there is near-perfect agreement
between model and DNS, but at later times the agree-
ment becomes gradually worse and it is evident (as
expected) that first order CMC is not able to model
extinction. It is not shown, but for Flame 1 the perfor-
mance of first-order CMC is better and for Flame 3 it
is even worse.

Due to the pilot stream, there is initially a high
probability of finding conditional temperatures on the
equilibrium curve for ξ = ξp. In fact, 〈T | ξp〉 remains
on the equilibrium curve until a certain point down-
stream where 〈χ | ξp〉 becomes nonzero. This is not
observed until t > 0.8, when the pure fuel and ox-
idizer streams start to mix directly. From this point
on the setup resembles more and more a purely non-
premixed flame in a single scalar mixing layer. If
a conventional binary CSD or PDF model (e.g., the
β-PDF) were applied to the RDSML, the CSD at ξp
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. Conditional average reaction rates for Flame 2 at
y = −L/L0. (a) Dashed and solid lines are at times 0.2 and
0.6, respectively, whereas squares and triangles represent
the first-order CMC approximation computed from the DNS
conditional moments. (b) Solid, dashed, and dotted lines rep-
resent DNS for times 1, 1.4, and 2 respectively, whereas the
marked lines correspond to first-order CMC.

would initially be nonzero and the predicted condi-
tional moments would immediately fall off the equi-
librium line at this point. Hence, a binary model could
not possibly give predictions resembling Figs. 7–11.
Only at later times, when the RDSML starts to re-
semble a single scalar mixing layer also on the mi-
croscales, could a binary mixing model lead to rea-
sonable predictions. Note that for t = 2.0, the two-
parameter β-PDF and counterflow CSD (i.e., N = 2
in Eq. (25)) would still give very poor predictions if
used with either the flamelet or equilibrium models
for any one of the flames.

7. Conclusions

In this work, we have used three-dimensional di-
rect numerical simulations (DNS) to investigate a
reacting double scalar mixing layer (RDSML). The
RDSML is a canonical multistream flow and model
problem for piloted turbulent diffusion flames. In the
RDSML, the cold fuel and oxidizer streams are ini-
tially separated by a hot pilot stream at stoichiometric
composition. A pilot is used in, e.g., the Sandia A–F
flames and the Sydney burner, flames which form
the central theme of the International Workshops on
Measurements and Computations in Turbulent Non-
premixed Combustion.

The piloted diffusion flames are predominantly
mixing-controlled and should thus be well predicted
with common mixture-fraction-based models of tur-
bulent nonpremixed combustion, e.g., flamelets or
conditional moment closure (CMC). However, the pi-
lot flames are made more difficult than common two-
feed problems by the multiple inlet streams, which
give rise to multimodal shapes of the mixture frac-
tion probability density functions (PDFs) and condi-
tional scalar dissipation rates (CSDs). The modeling
of these important quantities, which describe the fine-
scale structure of the flow, are central to the success
of both CMC and flamelet models. Due to the lack
of good fine-scale models, though, accurate predic-
tions of the near base and transitional region in pi-
lot flames have not been reported until now with a
mixture-fraction-based approach. In the present work,
application of fine-scale PDF/CSD models, based on
mapping closure, are derived; which can capture these
multimodal structures. With these new tools, we show
that both steady flamelet and CMC can predict the
RDSML as long as local flame extinction is not sig-
nificant.

The PDFs/CSDs derived from the mapping clo-
sure are special, since the initial shape of the PDF is
modeled and allowed to evolve according to the exact
homogeneous PDF equation. In this paper, we model
the initial shape directly by utilizing the local average
mass fractions of all separate injection streams, with
simple algebraic relations. The microscale physics en-
ters through a single parameter, τ , which describes
the evolution of mixing. Analogous to binary mix-
ing problems, τ can be closed in terms of the mix-
ture fraction variance. Hence, with the mapping func-
tion approach, we are now capable of using mixture-
fraction-based models of turbulent nonpremixed com-
bustion to predict complex multistream problems with
only marginally more complex and costly tools than
used for two-feed systems.
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